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Abstract—Psychotherapy represents a broad class of medical interventions received by millions of patients each year. Unlike most medical treatments, its primary mechanisms are linguistic; i.e., the treatment relies directly on a conversation between a patient and provider. However, the evaluation of patient-provider conversation suffers from critical shortcomings, including intensive labor requirements, coder error, non-standardized coding systems, and inability to scale up to larger data sets. To overcome these shortcomings, psychotherapy analysis needs a reliable and scalable method for summarizing the content of treatment encounters. We used a publicly-available psychotherapy corpus from Alexander Street press comprising a large collection of transcripts of patient-provider conversations to compare coding performance for two machine learning methods. We used the Labeled Latent Dirichlet Allocation (L-LDA) model to learn associations between text and codes, to predict codes in psychotherapy sessions, and to localize specific passages of within-session text representative of a session code. We compared the L-LDA model to a baseline lasso regression model using predictive accuracy and model generalizability (measured by calculating the area under the curve (AUC) from the receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curve). The L-LDA model outperforms the lasso logistic regression model at predicting session-level codes with average AUC scores of .79, and .70, respectively. For fine-grained level coding, L-LDA and logistic regression are able to identify specific talk-turns representative of symptom codes. However, model performance for talk-turn identification is not yet as reliable as human coders. We conclude that the L-LDA model has the potential to be an objective, scaleable method for accurate automated coding of psychotherapy sessions that performs better than comparable discriminative methods at session-level coding and can also predict fine-grained codes.
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I. INTRODUCTION

A CROSS medical specialties, the basic medium of information gathering and intervention between the provider (i.e., MD, psychologist, nurse) and patient is a conversation. The patient describes problems and the provider listens, asks questions, and recommends solutions and specific treatment strategies. The content of this conversation can be useful across a broad variety of contexts, such as helping a primary care provider to detect and prevent suicide [1], promoting patient adherence to treatment recommendations [2], reducing cold severity and duration [3], and predicting a surgeon’s history of malpractice lawsuits [4].

Psychotherapy (sometimes called counseling or behavioral treatment) represents a particular class of interventions that has a special focus on the provider-patient interaction. With psychotherapy, the interaction contains the treatment’s active ingredients rather than simply being a means of developing rapport and forming a diagnosis. Psychotherapy ranges from brief, single session interventions [5] to multi-session interventions over weeks or months [6] and research suggests that psychotherapy is effective for a broad range of mental health disorders [7].

The typical method of summarizing the content of this conversation is based on the provider’s recollection and self-report of what happened as they record it in the medical record. Many methods exist for obtaining summary measures from transcribed text—e.g., by separating a transcript into broad semantic topics [9]–[13], [15], [16], detailed behavioral features (such as requests for clarification [17]) or syntactic parts of speech [18], among others. These summary measures can be used as context to extract and evaluate treatment information, including patient diagnosis, analysis of client communication, and evaluation of suicide risk [19]–[24].

At present the evaluation of psychotherapy sessions and other types of patient provider communication relies on human raters who summarize sessions by attaching codes (also called labeling or annotating) in order to quantify the information in treatment encounters [27]. The process of attaching these codes, called observational coding, provides theory-driven organizational systems through which complex linguistic data can be structured for further analysis. Codes can represent the subject of conversation (e.g., medications, spousal relationships), symptoms expressed (e.g., depression, anxiety, anger), or specific verbal behaviors in individual utterances or talk-turns for providers (e.g., open or closed questions by the therapist, degree of empathy) or patients (e.g., signaling intent to change or maintain behavior).

Observational coding has critical shortcomings, including intensive labor requirements, coder error, non-standardized coding systems (new codes require new training), and inability to scale up to larger coding projects [13]. Each hour of therapy takes roughly 10 hours to code and the number of alcohol and drug abuse sessions in the U.S. healthcare system alone runs into the hundreds of thousands per year. The burden of human coding leads typical psychotherapy research studies to...
be small, which contributes to the incredible heterogeneity across studies investigating the relationships between therapist behavior and patient outcome [25]. Accordingly, human-based coding is not a feasible method for evaluating the content of treatment encounters on a large scale. An objective, scalable method for summarizing the content of actual treatment encounters is needed.

We can describe the implementation of coding systems for text as multiple-label classification problems where multiple codes are attached to each document [28]. Machine learning approaches for automatic multiple-label document classification have been successfully used in various domains [29]–[31], [35], [36], including medical applications for disease diagnosis and medical error detection [37]–[39]. One such class of tools called topic models [40] has been used to assess the fidelity of therapist treatment [13] through prediction of behavioral codes, compare type of psychotherapy treatment [15], and predict therapy outcomes in schizophrenic patients [41], [42].

In this paper, we illustrate the ability of one specific type of topic model, Labeled Latent Dirichlet Allocation (L-LDA) [12], [43], to semi-automatically infer subject and symptom codes from a large heterogeneous psychotherapy corpus; i.e., what topics and symptoms were discussed during treatment. Every session in the corpus was manually annotated with general discussion content and patient symptom codes such that the observable outcomes of the manual annotation process are codes for the session as a whole. However, implicit in the coding process is a fine-grained, or local, evidence-accumulation process where each word, utterance or talk-turn in a session affects the decision to attach a given code. Establishing a link between specific within-session passages of text and overall codes for the session (session-level codes) is fundamental to understanding the coding procedure. We implement a model that, in addition to learning session-level coding systems, can localize specific passages of text representative of a session code. In other words, the model is able to infer codes at a local (talk-turn) level from codes that were provided at the global (session) level.

Previous work on computational analysis of psychotherapy transcripts used topic models to summarize therapy corpora and extract features for use in predictive models for therapy type [15] or as a stand-alone model to predict behavioral codes [13]. Our current work expands upon past research by using topic models to predict session content, by providing a detailed quantitative evaluation of predictive performance that includes comparisons to baseline models, and by developing methodology for talk-turn annotation using session-level metadata.

The model is evaluated and compared against a baseline discriminative model (lasso logistic regression) using standard performance measure—the receiver operating curve (ROC) and area under the curve (AUC). Additionally, we provide R-precision [26] scores for talk-turn prediction. Session-level R-precision scores can be found in the supplementary files. For all performance evaluation, we use 10-fold cross-validation at the session level to emphasize the models’ ability to predict novel data.

As we will discuss in the experimental results section, the accuracy of the proposed techniques, in terms of code prediction, are not yet at the level of human annotators. Thus, these approaches are not yet ready to be used for fully automated annotation of therapy transcripts in an off-the-shelf manner. Nonetheless, as we outline in the discussion section later in the paper, the current techniques could potentially be used as components within a semi-automated approach, for example to assist in therapist training, using the model to rank and present to a supervising therapist specific talk-turns within a trainee session in terms of the talk-turns likelihood of containing specific codes. There are multiple publicly-available L-LDA software packages [32]–[34] that could be used to support such efforts. More broadly, the work described in this paper represents the next step towards a long-term goal of fully automatic code prediction for psychotherapy transcripts.

II. DATA

The primary source of data comes from a psychotherapy corpus maintained by Alexander Street Press and made available via library subscription. At the time of the present analyses, the corpus contained 1,181 therapy sessions with approximately 8 million words. Each session was conducted with a unique therapist and client. On average each session contains 250 talk-turns, which are defined as uninterrupted passages of time during which either the patient or therapist speaks. Talk-turn length ranges from several words to several sentences. Sessions were conducted by prominent psychotherapists and serve as exemplars of different treatment approaches. Each session includes meta-data such as patient age, patient gender, type of psychotherapy, and two types of nominal content codes (i.e. labels) referring to subjects discussed in the session (161 possible codes) and patient symptoms discussed in the session (48 possible codes). We use subject and symptom codes because we are interested in the relationship between language and the codes’ semantic meanings (as opposed to codes for type of therapy, client gender, etc). The list of symptom and subject codes was derived from the DSM-IV manual and other primary psychology/psychiatry texts. All codes annotated in the psychotherapy corpus are session-level codes, meaning that a single label is applied (as a binary present/absent label) to the entire session, and the original corpus did not include any labels for specific subunits such as sentences, talk-turns or paragraphs. Each session is annotated with multiple codes (min = 1 code, max = 17 codes) and the average session is annotated with approximately 5 codes.

Prior to analysis we applied a number of preprocessing steps, including stopword removal and n-gram extraction to convert the original corpus into a form suitable for text analysis. We chose stop words from standard lists used in natural language processing and augmented these lists with words from the corpus that were not on standard stop word lists, but that contain little semantic content (e.g., “mm-hmm”) (see Models section for details on preprocessing and supplementary files for full stop word lists). Stop words were removed from both patient and therapist speech. In the case of a talk-turn comprised completely of stopwords, we removed the talk-turn from the data. The resulting representation of the text consisted
of sparse vector counts of terms for each document, including unigrams (single words such as “medicine”, “anger”), bigrams (e.g. “side effect”), and trigrams (“it sounds like”).

In order to evaluate the ability of the model to find representative talk-turns we conducted additional coding to generate labels for talk-turns within selected sessions. The aim of the additional coding was to generate data for specific within-session sections of text (in this case talk turns) against which to test our model. These coded talk-turns were only used for model evaluation, not for model training. We focused on five symptom codes: anger, anxiety, depression, low self-esteem and suicide. These codes were chosen firstly for their therapeutic importance and secondly for their high frequency of annotation in order to provide a sufficient amount of additional data. We restricted the number of symptom codes to limit the amount of human coding required for talk-turn annotation. For each of these symptoms, we randomly selected 200 client talk-turns of at least 50 characters in length (before stop word removal) from sessions that had the symptom code attached. On average, the selected talk turns were approximately 277 characters in length before stop word removal. The process led to a total of 993 talk-turns. Each talk-turn was rated in terms of the representativeness of the symptom on a scale of 1 (atypical) to 7 (very typical) by each of 6 graduate students or post-doctoral fellows with training in clinical/counseling psychology.

III. MODELS

We approach the problems of session coding and identifying representative talk-turns through the use of Labeled Latent Dirichlet Allocation (L-LDA) [43] [12], a semi-supervised extension of Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA). We first present the LDA model and then the L-LDA model. The model presentation is aimed at readers who have some experience with topic models. For readers new to topic modeling, we recommend reading a tutorial introduction [8]. Then, we show how these models can be used for document classification and how to apply the models to predicting codes and talk-turns in the general psychotherapy corpus. Finally, we present lasso logistic regression (LLR) as a baseline model against which to compare L-LDA.

A. Latent Dirichlet Allocation

LDA is an unsupervised modeling approach that learns a set of latent topics across a corpus of text. As opposed to L-LDA, there are no labels that are part of the data to learn from. The only data provided to LDA are a set of documents, where documents are treated as a “bag-of-words”; i.e., sparse vectors of word counts for each document. Thus, the order of words is not relevant for the model. We use both individual words and multi-word terms (n-grams) in the vocabulary for our model—but for simplicity will refer to both as “words.”

Standard applications of topic models assume that the text corpus can be naturally divided into documents. For example, a corpus of scientific articles is naturally divided into documents according to article. In the case of spoken dialogue, choosing a rule for partitioning a corpus into documents is less straightforward. Documents can be defined as sentences, paragraphs, entire sessions or through any type of feasible partitioning. As in past research [13], [15], for the General Psychotherapy Corpus we define documents to be individual talk-turns (although other definitions are possible as well). Using talk-turns to define documents yields a larger set of documents with more localized word co-occurrences compared to defining documents at the session level. We have found in our experiments that these localized word co-occurrences tend to result in more specific topic-word distributions and improve classification performance.

LDA specifies a generative process for the creation of text documents. From this generative process we learn a predictive model by reverse-engineering the process—i.e., learning the parameters most likely to have generated the data. In LDA, each document (in this case talk-turn) is represented as a mixture of topics, where each topic is defined as a multinomial distributions over words. The creation of each document begins by sampling a document-specific distribution over topics. To generate each word in the document, a topic is sampled from the document specific distribution over topics and a word is sampled from that topic. Formally, let \( T \) be the total number of topics in the model and \( V \) be the size of the vocabulary (number of unique words in the corpus). Then we can specify the marginal distribution over words for a document \( d \) as:

\[
P(w) = \sum_{t=1}^{T} P(w|z_w = t)P(z_w = t|d).
\]

where \( z_w \) indicates the topic from which word \( w \) was drawn, \( P(w|z_w = t) \) is a \( V \)-dimensional distribution over words for topic \( t \), and \( P(z_w|d) \) is a \( T \)-dimensional distribution over topics for document \( d \). To simplify notation, we will let \( \phi(t) = P(w|z_w = t) \) represent the distribution over words for topic \( t \) and \( \theta(d) = P(z_w|d) \) represent the distribution over topics for each document \( d \).

LDA incorporates a priori knowledge about topics likely to occur in a document by placing a Dirichlet prior on the distribution over topics, \( \theta(d) \), for each document. The Dirichlet prior is the conjugate prior of the multinomial distribution and is used to express the prior probability of observing a topic in a given document before observing any data. The Dirichlet distribution is parameterized by the vector \( \alpha_1, \ldots, \alpha_T \), where \( \alpha_t \) can be interpreted as the prior observation count for the number of times topic \( t \) is sampled in a document before having observed any actual words from that document. Thus, we can view the distribution over topics for a document \( d \) as a sample from this group-level prior distribution over topics.

In a similar manner, LDA also incorporates prior information about which words are likely to occur in a given topic. LDA does this by placing another Dirichlet prior on the distribution over words, \( \phi(t) \), for each topic \( t \). This second Dirichlet distribution is parameterized by the vector \( \beta_1, \ldots, \beta_V \) where \( \beta_w \) represents the prior observation counts of word \( w \) before observing any documents. Here we can interpret each topic as a sample from this group-level prior distribution over words. We follow the common practice of setting the Dirichlet parameters uniformly (i.e., \( \beta_1, \ldots, \beta_V = \beta, \ldots, \beta \)) which
corresponds to the assumption that each word is equally likely a priori.

B. Labeled LDA Model

L-LDA is a semi-supervised variant of LDA in which some topics are placed in correspondence with labels that can be associated with a document. Documents in the training phase are assumed to have been pre-assigned to a subset of labels from a larger lexicon of possible labels. In the context of the psychotherapy corpus, possible labels include symptom and content codes and L-LDA model infers a unique topic for each code. These topics are learned by restricting inference to only the word tokens in documents annotated with the topic’s corresponding label. We use a separate unsupervised set of topics, called background topics, to account for words not associated with the known codes. These background topics allow the model to capture some of the linguistic variability in the data that is not directly related to subject and symptom codes. Without these background topics many words would have to be explained by the topics associated with the symptom and content codes, which would decrease the generalizability of those topics. During training of the L-LDA model, when sampling the topic for a word token in a document (as describe below), only topics that belong to labels associated with a document (including background labels) can be sampled. All other topics have zero probability of being expressed in the document.

Formally, let \( T = T_c + T_b \) be the total number of topics. A subset of \( T_c \) topics are in one-to-one correspondence with the labels associated with documents. The remaining \( T_b \) topics capture background information. During the generative process, for each document \( d \), we restrict the space of possible document mixtures by restricting the hyperparameters of the Dirichlet prior on \( \theta \) according to a binary topic assignment vector \( \Lambda^{(d)} = (\Lambda_1^{(d)},...\Lambda_T^{(d)}) \). We define:

\[
\Lambda_t^{(d)} = \begin{cases} 
1 & \text{if topic } t \text{ is attached to document } d \\
0 & \text{otherwise}
\end{cases}
\]

We then define the hyperparameters for document \( d \) as

\[
\alpha_d = (\alpha_{d1}, ..., \alpha_{dT}) = \Lambda^{(d)} \times \alpha.
\]

Note that the only topics that can be expressed for a particular document are topics corresponding to a code associated with the document or background topics.

Letting \( D \) be the number of documents in the collection, the generative process of the L-LDA model can be described as follows:

1. For topic \( t \in 1,...,T \)
   a) Sample a multinomial distribution over words \( \phi^{(t)} \sim \text{Dirichlet}(\beta_1, ..., \beta_V) \)
2. For document \( d \in 1,...,D \)
   a) Use the labels associated with document \( d \) to set the hyperparameters \( \alpha_d = \Lambda^{(d)} \times \alpha \).
   b) Sample a multinomial distribution over topics \( \theta^{(d)} \sim \text{Dirichlet}(\alpha_d = (\alpha_{d1}, ..., \alpha_{dT})) \).
   c) For each term \( i \in 1,...,N_d \)
      i) Sample a topic indicator \( z_i \sim \text{Categorical}(\theta^{(d)}) \).

   (ii) Sample a word token \( w_i \sim \text{Categorical}(\phi^{(t=z_i)}) \).

where \( N_d \) is the number of word tokens in document \( d \). Note that \( \alpha \) and \( \beta \) are hyperparameters for the model. The graphical model for L-LDA is presented in Figure 1.

C. Training the L-LDA Model

The variables we would like to infer are the topic assignment variables \( z_w \) for each word \( w_t \), the document mixtures \( \theta^{(d)} \), and the topic distributions \( \phi^{(t)} \). For sampling we use a collapsed Gibbs sampler [14] which integrates out \( \phi^{(t)} \) and \( \theta^{(d)} \) so that we only sample the topic assignments \( z_w \). The topic assignments \( z_w \) are then used to generate point estimates of \( \phi^{(t)} \) and \( \theta^{(d)} \).

The Gibbs sampling procedure considers each word token in the text collection in turn, and estimates the probability of assigning the current word token to each topic, conditioned on the current topic assignments to all other word tokens. From this conditional distribution we sample a topic assignment for the current word token. We write the conditional distribution as

\[
P(z_i = t | z_{-i}, w_i, d_i, \cdot) \sim \mathcal{P} \left( \frac{C_{w_t} + \beta_w}{\sum_{w'=1}^V (C_{w't} + \beta_{w'})} \cdot \frac{C_{d_t} + \alpha_d}{\sum_{j=1}^T (C_{djt} + \alpha_{dj})} \right)
\]

where \( t \) is restricted to the set of topics defined by the union of (a) codes \( t \) attached to document \( d \), and (b) background topics \( t > T_c \). All other topics have probability 0 for document \( d \) (as specified by the generative model) and are not eligible to be sampled. In the equation above \( C^{VT} \) and \( C^{DT} \) are matrices of counts with dimensions \( V \times T \) and \( D \times T \) respectively; \( C_{w,t}^{VT} \) contains the number of times word \( i \) occurred in a document
with topic $t$ and $C_{dt}^{DT}$ contains the number of times a word token in document $d$ was assigned to topic $t$. These matrices are incremented using the sampled topic assignment variables at each step of the Gibb’s sampler for every word $w$.

The Gibbs sampling algorithm is initialized by assigning each word token in document $d$ randomly to one of the set of eligible topics for document $d$ (i.e., the codes $t$ attached to document $d$ or the background topics $t > T_b$). For each word token, the count matrices $C_{dt}^{VT}$ and $C_{dt}^{DT}$ are first decremented by one for the entries that correspond to the current topic assignment. Then, a new topic is sampled from the distribution in Equation 1 and the count matrices $C_{dt}^{VT}$ and $C_{dt}^{DT}$ are incremented with the new topic assignment. Each Gibbs sample consists of the set of topic assignments for all $N$ word tokens in the corpus, achieved by a single pass through all documents.

The sampling algorithm gives us samples for the topic assignment variables $z_{wt}$ for each word $w$. However, we are interested in estimating the word-topic distributions $\phi^{(t)}$ and topic-document distributions $\theta^{(d)}$. We can approximate the probability of choosing the $k$-th word from the distribution over words for topic $t$, $\phi^{(t)}$, using the word-topic count matrix (computed from the sampled topic assignment variables) as follows:

$$\hat{\phi}^{(t)}_k = \frac{C_{wtk}^{VT} + \beta_{wk}}{\sum_{w=1}^{W} (C_{wtk}^{VT} + \beta_w)}.$$

Here $\hat{\phi}^{(t)}_k$ can be interpreted as the estimated probability of choosing word $w_k$ from topic $t$. We can also estimate the probability of choosing the $t$-th topic from the distribution over topics for document $d$, $\theta^{(d)}$, using the count matrix $C_{dt}^{DT}$ (also computed from the sampled topic assignment variables) as follows:

$$\hat{\theta}^{(d)}_t = \frac{C_{dtj}^{DT} + \alpha_d}{\sum_{j=1}^{J} (C_{dtj}^{DT} + \alpha_j)}.$$

Here $\hat{\theta}^{(d)}_t$ can be interpreted as the estimated probability of expressing topic $t$ in document $d$. We later use $\hat{\phi}^{(t)}$ to qualitatively examine topics corresponding to session codes and $\hat{\theta}^{(d)}$ to estimate the topics (and therefore symptom and content codes) expressed in document $d$.

**D. Prediction with the L-LDA Model**

We evaluate the model by predicting labels for documents unseen by the model during training using the word-topic counts ($C_{dt}^{VT}$) learned during training. The goal for prediction is to infer a document-topic count vector $C_{dt}^{DT}$ for each new document $d'$, where the inferred count vector contains information about the likely topics (and associated codes) for $d'$.

For a new document $d'$, we set $\Lambda^{(d')}_t = 1 \forall t \in \{1, ..., T\}$ so that any topic can be part of the document mixture. We run a Gibbs sampling procedure where we compute the posterior distribution over topic assignments:

$$P(z_i = t|z_{-i}, w_i, d', \cdot) = \frac{C_{wtk}^{VT} + \beta_{wi}}{\sum_{w=1}^{W} (C_{wtk}^{VT} + \beta_w)} \cdot \frac{C_{dtj}^{DT} + \alpha_t}{\sum_{j=1}^{J} (C_{dtj}^{DT} + \alpha_j)}.$$  

(2)

where $\alpha_t = \alpha$. The posterior for this sampling procedure is similar to the posterior used in the sampling procedure during training except that the word-topic count matrix $C_{dt}^{VT}$ is not updated. Holding $C_{dt}^{VT}$ constant formalizes the assumption that the word-topic counts are learned and that prediction consists of learning just the document-topic counts. Another difference from the sampling procedure used during training is that we sample the posterior probabilities $P(z_i = t|z_{-i}, w_i, d', \cdot)$ at each iteration (after burn-in) instead of the word-topic count assignments (that were sampled during training). While either word-topic counts or posterior probabilities can be used to compute prediction scores, we found that using posterior probabilities provided more accurate code predictions and required less samples for accurate prediction. We use the posterior samples to compute topic scores that represent the likelihood that a document should be annotated with the code corresponding to each topic. We compute a score $\eta_{t,d}$ for each topic $t$ and test document $d$ as follows:

$$\eta_{t,d} = \frac{1}{N_d} \sum_{i=1}^{N_d} \gamma_{t,d,i}$$

where the variable $\gamma_{t,d,i}$ estimates the probability in Equation 2 that the $i$th topic was assigned to the $i$th word token in document $d$. Thus $\eta_{t,d}$ can be interpreted as the average probability of assigning a word from document $d$ to topic $t$. To compute each word’s posterior estimate of topic assignment ($\gamma_{t,d,i}$), we average over the posterior samples of the probability of assigning word $i$ to topic $t$. We compute $\gamma_{t,d,i}$ as follows:

$$\gamma_{t,d,i} = \frac{1}{K} \sum_{k=1}^{K} p(z_{t,d,i} = k)$$

where $p(z_{t,d,i} = k)$ is the $k$-th sample of the posterior probability expressed in Equation 2 and $K$ is the total number of samples.

**IV. LEARNING TOPICS FROM LABELED SESSIONS WITH L-LDA**

**A. Text Preprocessing**

The original corpus contained 8 million word tokens and 40,000 unique words. Before fitting the L-LDA model, we applied a number of preprocessing steps on the corpus. We first removed any words that occur 5 or fewer times in the entire corpus on the assumption that these words are unlikely to be useful in general for categorization. This step reduced the number of unique words from 40,000 to 27,000 unique words. After removing infrequent words, we removed words that we thought contained little semantic content. We performed a preliminary filtering using a common stop word list to remove words (see unigram stop word list in supplementary files). Next, we applied a part-of-speech tagger [18] that we used
to remove determiners, adverbs, pronouns, interjections, particles, modal words, punctuation, and numbers. We used part-of-speech tags to create additional stop word lists for bigrams and trigrams, and performed a second stop word filtering using these lists. A final stop word filtering was done for interjections that are common in psychotherapy, but weren’t identified by the part-of-speech tagger. See supplementary files for a full list of stop words. The final corpus contained 28,000 unique words (including generated bigrams and trigrams) and 1.4 million word tokens.

B. Model Parameters for Training L-LDA

The L-LDA model requires a number of decisions to be made and parameters to be selected before training the model, including the number of background topics \( T_b \), the settings for the priors \( \alpha \) and \( \beta \), the number of iterations and the number of burn-in samples.

For the number of background topics \( T_b \), we chose \( T_b = 50 \) for the results reported in this paper, and found that the model was not particularly sensitive to the number of background topics as long as \( T_b \) was at least 20. We used uniform \( \alpha \) and \( \beta \) where each element was set to 1/50 and 1/100, respectively. These are typical values used in training LDA models and we found that that the method was reasonably robust to small perturbations in these values. Our results are from a model using 100 training iterations, and 20 iterations for prediction, where the last \( S = 10 \) iterations are used for generating prediction scores. We ran several models that varied the number of iterations and burn-in samples and found results similar to the model we report.

C. Inferred Topics

Prior to assessing predictive performance measures, we qualitatively examined the topics generated by the L-LDA model (Table I). We examined three types of topics corresponding to subjects, symptoms, and background content.

For the subject and symptom labels, we illustrate the topics learned by the model for the five most common labels. For the background topics, we picked an illustrative set of five topics. Qualitatively, subject and symptom topics are very interpretable—e.g., the medications topic consists of examples of medications, words used to describe administration of medication, and words used to describe the effects of medication. The background topics shown in Table I also have intuitive interpretations and contain words that are not covered by the content codes in the psychotherapy corpus. For example, there are background topics that explain word usage related to people, jobs, and sleeping (background topics 9, 36, and 39 respectively). Without these background topics, the high probability words associated with them would have to be redistributed over the content topics for subjects and symptoms, potentially decreasing their interpretability and predictive power.

V. SESSION-LEVEL PREDICTION

A. Cross-Validation and Scoring

To test generalizability of the model to new data, we use 10-fold cross-validation where for each fold the sessions are partitioned into two disjoint sets: (a) a training set with 90% of the sessions used to train an L-LDA model and (b) a validation set with the other 10% of sessions used to evaluate the trained model. We compute an AUC score for each validation set (for each code) and report the average of the AUCs across the 10 validation sets.

To compute an AUC score for a topic corresponding to a particular code and a particular validation set we proceed as follows. For each session in a validation set, we predict scores at the talk-turn level (as described earlier) and then aggregate scores for all talk-turns in a session. We define the session likelihood score for session \( s \) and topic \( t \) as:

$$\eta_{t,s} = \frac{1}{D_s} \sum_{d \in d^s} \eta_{t,d}$$

where \( D_s \) is the number of talk-turns in session \( s \) and \( d^s \) is the set of all talk-turns (documents) in session \( s \). For each topic \( t \), using these scores, we rank the sessions in the validation set and compute the area under the curve (AUC) using the known subject and symptom codes attached to each session.

### Table I

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Subject</th>
<th>Inferred Topic Distribution</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>medications</td>
<td>medicine, mg, dose, wellbutrin, medicines, lamic-tal, prescription, effects, side effects, ability</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>relationships</td>
<td>relationship, women, feels, friend, relationships, boyfriend, date, position, example, react</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>parent-child relations</td>
<td>mother, father, love, remember, relationship, parents, brother, emotional, loved, needed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>depressive disorder</td>
<td>depression, medication, doctor, medicine, prozac, depressed, zoloft, generic, wellbutrin, add</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>spousal relationships</td>
<td>wife, marriage, married, husband, relationship, mhm, children, attitude, divorce, got married</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Symptom</th>
<th>Inferred Topic Distribution</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>anxiety</td>
<td>anxiety, anxious, panic, nervous, depression, worried, worst, fine, experience, helps</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>depression</td>
<td>depressed, depression, doctor, pain, die, needed, drugs, low, xanax, mg</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>anger</td>
<td>angry, feelings, anger, express, get angry, be angry, reaction, feels, pissed, 'm feeling</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>low self-esteem</td>
<td>love, teaching, boyfriend, positive, stupid, attractive, fit, negative, sorta, criticism</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>irritability</td>
<td>annoyed, irritable, message, safe, dishes, cause, wife, skin, irritated, cats</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Background</th>
<th>Inferred Topic Distribution</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>background 9</td>
<td>friends, family, mom, dad, close, sister, brother, daughter, men, lives</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>background 13</td>
<td>care, stop, took, weight, takes, ready, lose, take care, amount, body</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>background 23</td>
<td>house, room, walk, bed, door, walking, rid, front, throw, clean</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>background 36</td>
<td>job, wants, work, business, works, office, busy, baby, buy, paper</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>background 39</td>
<td>morning, sleep, hours, friday, sleeping, monday, tomorrow, saturday, wake, bed</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
B. Results for Session-Level Predictions

For each subject and symptom code we computed the AUC for each cross-validation fold and took the average across folds to measure classification performance. Values of the AUC range in theory from .5 (chance level performance, e.g., randomly generated rankings) to 1 (perfect predictive accuracy). In practice, performance that is above the level of chance can occur even from models where the scores are randomly distributed (and unrelated to the content of the sessions). This is especially the case with codes that occur infrequently. In order to assess the significance of the predictive accuracy of our model relative to chance performance, we calculated a set of AUC scores for each code using 1000 randomly generated rankings and computed the corresponding 90% confidence intervals.

Additionally, we compare the L-LDA model to a standard machine learning classifier, lasso logistic regression (LLR). LLR is often used in classification settings where the number of features is larger than the number of observations because of its ability to force feature weights to zero for uninformative features. For more details about LLR see Supplementary Files.

The results of the AUC analysis are shown in Figure 2. The widths of the 90% chance confidence intervals for each code correspond closely with the inverse of the code frequencies (lower frequencies are associated with larger chance confidence intervals). The L-LDA model showed higher predictive accuracy than the LLR model and both models performed significantly better than the chance model for a large number of codes. For the L-LDA model, the average AUC score over all codes is .789 (SD=.137) and average AUC for subject and symptom codes are .800 (SD=.131) and .753 (SD=.150), respectively.

All but 10 of 209 codes had AUC scores above .5. The 5 codes with lowest AUC scores are gender roles, withdrawn, recollections, general pain, and self-fulfilling prophecy. The language associated with each of these codes contains a broad spectrum of variation that may have contributed to poor model performance. The 5 codes with highest AUC are hallucinogen abuse, drug addiction, alcohol dependence, passiveness, and self-esteem.

For the LLR model, average AUC score over all codes is .702 (SD=.145) and average AUC for subject and symptom codes are .713 (SD=.146) and .667 (SD=.137), respectively. There were 29 codes with AUC scores below 0.5. Overall, the LLR model performed significantly worse on average than L-LDA (p<.001 in a Wilcoxon sign test).

A common goal of document classification is to identify the relationships between specific classifiers and characteristics of data that lead to high classification performance. Previous comparisons between L-LDA and discriminative models have shown that the L-LDA model can outperform discriminative models on low-frequency codes [12]. We analyzed this relationship on the general psychotherapy corpus and found only a weak correlation (R=0.22) between the AUC difference for the two models and code frequency. This correlation showed that L-LDA model performs slightly better in comparison to LLR at predicting low frequency codes than high frequency codes.

Post-hoc qualitative analysis suggests that highly predictable

---

**Fig. 2.** Session-level AUC scores for the labeled topic model, the lasso logistic regression model, and chance performance. Codes are reported along the y axis and are ordered by labeled topic model performance. For subject codes, one in every 4 codes names is shown.
codes contain unique language that facilitate prediction. For example, sessions that discuss hallucinogen abuse and drug addiction contain a range of drug-specific terms that are highly specific. Conversely, we expect that hard to predict codes, such as gender roles, are attached to sessions containing a broad spectrum of language.

VI. TALK-TURN PREDICTION
A. L-LDA Talk-Turn Prediction
As a second test of performance, we assessed the ability of the L-LDA model to find talk-turns that are representative of a session-level code. This comparison is novel in that the L-LDA model is trained using only session-level codes, but can then generalize the topics learned to identify representative talk-turns within each session. The evaluation procedure tests the model’s abilities to distinguish the most representative talk-turns (as judged by human raters) from all other talk-turns.

We had 6 human coders generate ratings at the talk-turn level for 993 talk-turns using 5 symptom codes chosen from the set of general psychotherapy codes. The codes used were anger, anxiety, depression, low self-esteem, suicidal behavior. Each talk-turn was assigned a continuous rating from 1 (atypical) to 7 (very typical) by each of the 6 coders. To keep model performance measures on the same scale as the session-level performance measures, we converted the continuous human ratings to binary scores (thus allowing us to compute classification performance measures). To binarize ratings, we chose a rating threshold and considered any ratings above the threshold to be representative of a symptom and any ratings below to be not representative. While there are many ways of choosing this threshold, we chose the threshold such that the top $c\%$ of ratings would be considered representative. We computed performance for $c = \{5, 10, 20\}$% to emphasize the model’s ability to predict highly representative talk-turns.

Since raters did not rate talk-turns for the other symptom codes in the psychotherapy corpus, we created a mapping from the more detailed labels in the psychotherapy corpus to the five selected symptom codes. The motivation behind creating these code mappings is that a single symptom code (e.g., depression) might be aptly described by multiple codes in the psychotherapy corpus (e.g., depression, depressive disorder, hopelessness, ...). To create the mappings, we had a clinical psychologist mark which codes from the general psychotherapy corpus are related to each of the five symptom codes. See Appendix A for more detail.

In addition to AUC scores we report the R-precision. R-precision is a measurement of precision at the threshold at which precision is equal to recall. To generate model predictions, AUC scores, and R-precisions at the talk-turn level we proceeded as follows:

- An L-LDA model was trained on each of the 10 training data sets used for session-level cross-validation. For each training set any session that contained any of the coded talk-turns was removed (making the prediction problem somewhat more difficult by not allowing the model access to the coded talk-turn nor any other talk-turns from the same session). We remove these talk-turns to avoid optimistic performance results since in application the model would be identifying codes for talk-turns from novel sessions.
- Each of the 10 trained models made predictions on the 993 labeled talk-turns. The $\eta_{t,d}$ scores were computed for each psychotherapy code $t$ and each talk-turn (document) $d$ as described earlier, using each model’s word-topic count matrix. To compute a score for a symptom code, we averaged the model scores from each of the related general psychotherapy codes (as defined by the code mapping described above). The 10 scores for each code and each talk-turn were then averaged across the 10 trained models.
- For each code, AUC scores were generated as follows. The 993 talk-turns were ranked by their averaged model-based scores. These rankings were then compared to the ratings from each individual rater, where the ratings were binarized by using the highest 5%, 10%, top 20% of that individual’s ratings, leading to 3 different AUC scores, one for each percentile cutoff. Overall AUC scores for the model, for each of the 3 cutoffs and each of the 5 codes, were then computed by averaging across the model’s AUCs computed relative to each individual rater.
- For each code, R-precisions were generated as follows. The 993 talk-turns were ranked by their averaged model-based scores. These rankings were then compared to the ratings from each individual rater, where the ratings were binarized by using the highest 5%, 10%, and 20% of that individual’s ratings. For each rater and rating cutoff $c \in \{5, 10, 20\}$, we compute the R-precision as the number of true positives in the top $c\%$ of ratings divided by the number of talk-turns in the top $c\%$ of ratings. The R-precision ranges from 0 to 1 and it can be shown that the R-precision is equal to recall for the top $c\%$ of ratings. We compute overall R-precision scores as the average of model R-precision scores computed relative to each individual rater.

B. Results for Talk-Turn Predictions
Table II shows example talk-turns for all 5 symptoms tested. Talk-turns are ordered by model representativeness score. We also report the human representativeness rating (1-7 scale) averaged across raters. Several talk-turns illustrate that the model learns words associated with a symptom and not just the symptom keyword itself. For example, the first example talk-turn for depression in Table II is rated by the model as most representative and is also judged by humans as highly representative. This talk-turn does not contain the word depression but only expressions related to depression (i.e. “I’m crying”). The first talk-turn for anxiety presents another interesting example. It is given the highest representativeness score by the model but only received a low human rating. The model may have learned to associate the word “roommate” with anxiety (through the other sessions in the training set), resulting in a high likelihood.

Again, we compare the L-LDA model to lasso logistic regression. Table III shows a table of AUC scores for the
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As like two to three months ago, I was crying and this was more or less yknow I didn't want to be doing this but now I'm crying, the only thing I can - I thought back to this. when I was a senior in college I met a girl who was a roommate of my

6.2 Nobody every got angry; they never got angry. I don't ever remember my parents screaming at each other, ever. I mean throughout -
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4.2 Which probably isn't a good thing. but I just don't ' do it. and they tell me, "you should do it. you should do it. you should do it.

3.6 Even just now, when you ask me that, I don't know, it just feels like, why are you asking me these questions? I don't understand them. I feel like ... it's just routinely uncomfortable.
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6.8 I don't know, but I didn't get mad at Harold when he gave me genital warts. I felt mad, I mean, I felt betrayed and lied to and cheated on, but I didn't - I just dealt with it, I just deal with things, and I've always thought that that was a positive quality, I mean, just - I don't think that anger is necessarily productive. but I guess in some ways it can be. I just work through things, I talk through things, I'm calm, I don't get mad or yell and scream. if i -you know, I can argue with people if I don't - you know, it's not like I won't express my opinions or, you know, talk about something that bothers me. but I don't yell and scream and I don't get angry.

7 At night, and then I take my zyprexa and I fall asleep in two hours. the one thing I'd say I notice about her is she will be talking like this and then all of a sudden I don't what happens, something happens and she just gets real angry, real fast, like that. we will be talking and all of sudden she will get angry and it will be like boom.
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6.2 Nobody every got angry; they never got angry. I don't ever remember my parents screaming at each other, ever. I mean throughout -

3.6 Even just now, when you ask me that, I don't know, it just feels like, why are you asking me these questions? I don't understand them. I feel like ... it's just routinely uncomfortable.
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L-LDA and LLR model with 5%, 10%, and 20% cutoffs used to create binary scores for the human representativeness ratings. For the L-LDA and LLR models, we computed an AUC score for the model relative to each individual rater and then averaged the AUCs across raters. To compare the models against human raters, we also calculated a human reliability score to serve as a measure of inter-annotator agreement. These scores give us an upper bound on performance against which to compare our model (assuming that human raters are performing optimally). To calculate this reliability score, we compared each individual rater against each of the other raters by computing pairwise AUC scores. We express human-reliability as AUC scores so that L-LDA performance and human reliability are expressed in the same units and fair comparisons can be made. For an individual rater, we calculate AUCs using the ratings of the individual rater (analogous to the model scores) to predict the binarized ratings (at 5%, 10%, and 20% cutoffs) of each of the other raters. We compute human reliability as the average of all AUCs calculated from each pair of raters and report the computed scores in Table III. To compute human reliability in terms of R-precision, we perform an analogous computation using R-precision instead of AUC.

The table shows that both L-LDA and LLR perform well at identifying representative talk-turns relative to human reliability. On average, L-LDA AUC scores are between 10-18% lower than average inter-rater AUC scores. The L-LDA model performs distinctly better at identifying talk-turns representative of anger than talk-turns representative of the other tested symptoms. The unique lexicon of words used to express anger may influence the model’s performance. In addition, the other 4 symptoms may be expressed in a broader language that is more difficult to capture through uni-, bi-, and trigrams. In addition to variation in performance by symptom, the model performs better when identifying the top 5% of representative talk-turns as compared to the top 10%. Therefore, the model is able to identify the most relevant talk-turns in a session with reasonable precision. The comparison between L-LDA and the baseline model shows that the LLR model performs about the same or marginally better than the L-LDA model on each of the three cutoffs (p=0.28, p=0.11, p=.78, respectively in pairwise t-tests).

VII. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

In this article, we have presented the Labeled Latent Dirichlet Allocation Model as a method for the semi-automatic code annotation of psychotherapy sessions. L-LDA outperforms standard discriminative methods at identification of session-level codes, replicating results from prior psychotherapy process research and general applications in multi-document classification. In addition to session-level coding, machine-learning methods show promise for annotation of psychotherapy transcripts at fine-grained levels of detail, such as for talk-turn annotation. L-LDA and LLR can identify talk-turns representative of session-level codes with accuracy close to that of trained human coders.

Machine learning methods for document classification often focus either on topic-based classification involving large documents and many topics, or sentiment classification involving a small set of sentiment labels and often shorter documents [31]. Our work involves both topic-based classification (for session level prediction) and analysis more similar to sentiment classification (talk-turn prediction for a small set of class labels). The generative nature of L-LDA provides a natural bridge between these two types of document classification problems by inferring labels for talk-turns based on session-level metadata. Topic-based classification is performed by integrating topic information over constituent parts of a document (in our case talk-turns), and sentiment classification is performed using a mapping between topic-based class labels to sentiment labels. In this way, L-LDA provides richer information than many sentiment classification methods and more flexibility than some topic-based classification models.
Examining the relationships between the mapping from topic-based classes to sentiment classes is an interest for future work and we suspect that incorporating this information will lead to improved predictive performance.

Promising results in annotation of psychotherapy transcripts suggest potential for application to clinical settings in addition to reducing labor costs and improving the scalability of observational coding. For example, in the process of training junior therapists, supervising therapists review records of the junior therapist’s sessions. Supervising therapists are often in charge of many junior therapists and are in need of tools that make the review process more efficient. One method for making this process more efficient would be to use text-based models that predict important topics discussed in the sessions (such as depression, suicide, etc.). The supervisor can get a quick summary of session content and can locate specific passages in the session by content labels. Additionally, the supervisor can provide feedback to the model on which passages were relevant to that topic and thus improve future code annotation.

L-LDA is a model for the semantics of language that, like all models, provides an approximation to the true underlying process of generating speech to convey meaning. L-LDA makes several simplifying assumptions about the process of text generation that could provide starting points for further model development. The “bag-of-words” assumption disregards information about temporal characteristics of language and their relation to semantics. L-LDA also ignores syntactic dependencies. An important direction for semantic analysis of psychotherapy sessions would be to incorporate sequential information and context into our analysis. This would involve significant feature engineering, but could benefit from already existing text processing techniques such as word and sentence embedding.

The work presented above analyzes the relationship between semantic information contained in spoken language and subjects and symptoms that encompass not just semantics, but emotion, and behavior. To gain a deeper understanding of psychotherapy, semantic language models need to be extended to encompass behavior. Considerable information is contained in behavioral cues such as tone, laughter, or body language that encompass the semantic meaning of a statement. While these behavioral cues are most likely correlated with language, we think that jointly analyzing behavior and language will lead to deeper understanding of the psychotherapy process and its effect on patient outcome.

In conclusion, we used data from the patient provider interactions in psychotherapy to illustrate the potential of machine learning methods to automate coding of key aspects of clinical conversation and to understand the linguistic processes behind psychotherapy. L-LDA is a robust automated coding method that outperforms a baseline logistic regression discriminative method at predicting codes at the session level and that can be used to localize information using only session-level metadata.

**APPENDIX A**

**CODES USED IN TALK-TURN PREDICTION**

Several of the symptoms for which we performed additional local coding are closely associated with more than a single code in the psychotherapy corpus (e.g., the anger symptom is closely associated with anger and frustration). The human raters who judged the representativeness of the 5 symptoms were unaware of the variety of content codes used in the psychotherapy corpus and therefore, the rater’s concept of suicide might not map onto the (narrow) concept of suicide in the psychotherapy corpus. We therefore had a clinical psychologist create associated code sets by selecting from the list of psychotherapy symptom codes (See Table IV) with the constraint that the code set contain the matching code term. These meta code sets were created prior to any evaluation of the model.

For each of the 5 symptoms in the ratings experiment, we take the set of codes from the psychotherapy corpus that are closely associated with the symptom (e.g. for the anger suicide, we take the set anger and frustration) and average the model predictions across the codes in the set. This creates a model representativeness score for each talk-turn in the ratings experiment that can be compared to the binarized human ratings (highly representative/not highly representative). This approach of combining predictions among closely-related labels can be viewed as a simple implementation of the idea that labels in multi-label document classification are often dependent and leveraging such dependencies is worthwhile and can improve predictive performance [28].
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